Russkaya Pravda is analysed and some factors that determine its understanding in Russian culture are discussed. The authors describe the etymology, meaning and derivational relations of the lexeme pravda and demonstrate that it syncretically denoted quality (justice, truth, innocence), action that is aimed at investigation of truth that is conducted in accordance with the truth of God and law that regulates the action. The place of Russkaya Pravda in the composition of Merilo Pravednoye (14 th century) and the Novgorod First Chronicle of Younger Recension is defined by means of semantic analysis of the titles of the texts under consideration and the titles of legal texts that they comprise, semantic analysis of the alternative titles of Russkaya Pravda (ustav, zakon) and comparative analysis of the meanings of the lexemes under study. As a result, semantic components of the lexemes ustav, zakon, sud, pravda that generate connotations, associations are defined and patterns of meaning in the title Russkayay Pravda are established.
I. INTRODUCTION
"Preže vsyakyya pravьdy dostoino estь o božii pravdě gl<agola>ti [Before every truth, God's truth is to be pronounced]" is a quotation from the Old Slavic Code Zakon sudnyy lyudem, which is included into the 14 th century Old Russian manuscript Merilo pravednoye [22, fol. 125 v.] . The quotation and the title of the manuscripts mentioned above comprise words that are semantically related to the title of the well-known Old Russian code Russkaya pravda and are considered vital for interpretation of the lexemes pravda, božiya pravda, zakon, sudnyi, merilo, pravednoye.
As a unique source of data on the history of Russian law, social and economic relations, Russkaya pravda has always attracted attention of many scholars who studied it from historical, legal and linguistic perspectives. The notion of pravda denotes one of the main concepts of Russian mentality that has not been fully researched in historical linguistics and this gap needs to be addressed. As Pravda Russkaya is part of numerous compilations of texts that vary in contents and size representing a great number of copies (over one hundred) of undefined date and origin, the purpose of the present study is to analyse the meaning of the lexeme pravda within the language system and in broad context of other texts. The study aims to establish patterns of meaning the lexeme pravda acquires in the context of the two Old Russian manuscripts Merilo pravednoye and Novgorod First Chronicle of Younger Recension. To achieve the purpose, methods of contextual and semantic analysis are employed and the etymology of the lexeme pravda is analysed.
II. ORIGIN OF THE WORD PRAVЬDA AND ITS MEANINGS IN THE
OLD RUSSIAN LANGUAGE Due to its long history in the Russian language, the word pravda is deeply rooted in the mind of Russian language speakers.
According to etymological studies, the lexeme pravda and its cognates (pravyj -'right', pravit' -'to rule', pravilo -'rule', pryamoj -'straight') derive from PIE *pro-(interchange *-prō-, *-prŏ-, *-prē-) [1] , meaning an action that is directed ahead through space, cf. Old Prussian prа-'through, for', prа-ʻpro-, cross-, trans-ʼ, Lithuanian prа-ʻpro-, cross-, trans-ʼ, Old Indian prа-ʻin front of, overʼ, Avestan and Old Persian frа-, Greek πρό ʻin front ofʼ, etc. [1] .
The adjective *prō-v-ŏs > *pra-v-ъ that is formed with the *-v-/-vo-suffix attached to the root *prō- [2] was likely to mean some quality -ʻdirected ahead, straightʼ. The adjective is viewed as a base for the verb *prаviti -'to point ahead, to straighten' and, as many scholars believe, the noun prаvьda (*prav-ьd-а) [2, 3, 4] .
However, an alternative hypothesis, according to which the noun *prаvьda derives from the verb *prаviti, seems to be plausible. Speaking about deverbative nature of the noun*prаvьda, the authors of the Etymology Dictionary of Slavic languages point out that in some historical dictionaries definitions of pravьda do not have the primary semantics of process, e.g. pravьda želězo -'trial, investigation of the truth by red-hot iron ordeal', and the lexeme is placed in the category of justice [5] . The noun *prаvi-dl-o > *prаvi-l-o derives from the verb *prаviti and is formed with the suffix that denotes 'instrument' [3, 4] , i.e. 'a tool for straightening, pointing straight and ahead'. The adjective *prē-m-ъ is an *-m-suffixed form of the root *-prē-, cf. Old Church Slavonic prěmo -'straight, opposite', Old Russian pryamo -'straight', pryamyi -'straight' [6, 7] .
As follows from the above, the root with interchanging vowels *-prō-/ *-prē-that possessed the semantic component of space was used to generate semantically related lexemes. Those, despite having different paths in the Russian language evolution, held conceptual unity long enough.
It seems possible that in ancient times the root under invesigation represented the concept of something straight, directed ahead through space that in the mind of ancient people was probably associated with images of a road or a path. R. M. Tseytlin writes that the concept of a path as a paved, straight (shortest) road can be traced back to ancient times, which is displayed in the etymology of lexical subsets that denote 'way, road, path, passage' in a number of IndoEuropean languages that among others include Slavic ones [4] . It is indicative that the words with the root -prav-are used in combinations with the word pǫtь in old Slavic texts [4] . These specific representations conveyed the idea of movement in the right direction along a straight (shortest) path that was perceived as an optimal and, consequently, an ideal (and the only) one. Deviating from a path was perceived as breach.
The idea of a specific straight path and related concepts (the notion of 'straight', 'straightness') was subject to figurative reconceptualization. R. M. Tseytlin presented a detailed analysis of the lexical sets with the root -prav-in Slavic languages [4] , and reported that in old written texts these words were used in predominantly metaphorical contexts [4] and, consequently, they easily developed transferred meanings. For instance, the adjective pravyi had the following meanings: 'open-minded, sincere, free from deception'; 'right, fair'; 'true' among others. Later, the word pravyi lost the original meaning of 'straight'.
The authors believe that both the literal and transferred meanings of the lexeme pravyi share the semantic component 'conforming to a certain ideal', i.e. following a direction chosen, a course of events, a tradition, or a norm in all of its aspects. The verb praviti [7] , the derivate of pravyi, also expressed the idea of achieving an ideal, e.g. 'to direct', i.e. to show the right way; 'to counsel', i.e. to ensure proper conduct, to teach life skills; 'to rule', i.e. to organize an activity in the optimal way; 'to correct', i.e. to bring in line with a norm or a model; 'to judge, try a case; to execute a judgment', i.e. to bring an unsettled situation back to conformity with legal norms.
The rule, indeed, was percieved as an instrument to achieve correction, counseling, conformity with the norms. Dictionaries of Old Russian Language enumerate the following meanings of the noun pravilo (rule): 'steeringwheel, rudder; tiller', 'gear for handling the sails, brace', 'construction instrument for vertical stonework and making right angle turns' among others; 'portable rudder; governance, power, supremacy' [8] , 'established rule, canon' [7] among others.
Taking into consideration the deverbative origin of pravьda (*prаvьda от *prаviti) expressed in the Etymology Dictionary of Slavic languages, it is necessary to point out that the lexeme retains its primary semantic component of 'process': bringing something in conformity with the benchmark, norm, or example. By the time this word first appeared in written texts this semantic component had become rather vague in its most meanings, with the primary component now being 'conforming to an ideal', for instance when it means 'truth', i.e. the real state of affairs; 'justice', i.e. unprejudiced adherence to the truth; 'goodness', i.e. following the Christian commandments; 'innocence', i.e. conformity with the law, determined during court trial.
Nevertheless, the semantic component of process remains in the meaning of pravьda as 'court trial': … a na pravdu ězdyatь oboi [9] . As a result of metonymic transfer, this meaning generated another meaning -'rules of court' or 'law' ('justice is administered in accordance to the law'). It is obvious that this meanining is used in the title of the old Russian law manuscript -Russkaya Pravda -which represents the legal practice of East Slavs; scientists call this artifact a collection of criminal and criminal procedure law [10] , code of justice (sudebnik), [11] ; Sudebnikъ is also the title of the two 15 th century copies of Russkaya Pravda [12] .
The meaning of 'conforming to an ideal', regarded as a positive quality, contributed to the formation of axiological value of 'truth', as one of the first and foremost concepts of Old Russian mindset. This concept was thoroughly researched by V.V. Kolesov [13] in various perspectives. The scientist reviews the interrelation between the notions of truth (pravda and istina) both in Old Russian and in modern Russian language consciousness, meanwhile highlighting the syncretic semantics of the Old Russian word pravьda, in which the notions of 'truth' and 'justice' were not opposed but interwoven. V.V. Kolesov reports that the split of the Truth into truth and justice occurred as a result of historic development and orientation towards the new culture. The syncretic ambiguity of the Slavic root -prav-gradually diffirentiated as suffix-built words developed -one by onedifferent co-meanings of this root [13] ; the Slavic mindset the juxtaposition of Slavic and Christian views on 'truth' (pravda and istina, respectively) took a long time to adapt to the Slavic mindset and never reached completeness when it came to the interpretation of these dialectically developed relations. This process of ethic attraction and semantic repulsion is still ongoing [13] .
Semantic syncretism, which is defined as semantic indivisibility of a lexical unit -a word (a word group), uneliminated, and sometimes ineliminable, indiscretion in word semantics, and diffusivity, indiscretion of lexical or categorical semantics [14] , is associated with semantics of nouns that express either positive or negative evaluation [15] . Specialists note that this syncretism manifests itself in texts produced as in the speakers'mind these lexemes are associated with uncategorised representation of reality conceptualised by an extremely broad concept [14] ; the specifics of ancient people's worldview, i.e. integrity and figurativeness, are reported in: [16, 17] .
Although lexicographers present the semantic structure of the lexeme pravьda as a hierarchical set of meanings it is still characterised by semantic syncretism, as these meanings are diffusive and they do not always realise on a syntagmatic level, which is observed not only in Old Russian contexts, in which the lexeme pravьda is used, but also in scientific commentaries on semantic interelation (that is occasionally semantic opposition) between the concepts of pravda -istina -spravedlivost' and the meanings of lexical units that represent them.
The lexeme pravьda was often used in Old Slavic texts: there are over 100 occurrences of this word in late 10 th -early 11 th centuries Old Church Slavonic manuscripts [6] and over 1,000 occurrences in Old Russian collections [7] . Used in various contexts in the source texts that belong to different genres, the lexeme pravьda obtains subtle meaningful nuances and connotations that enrich the imagery and associations the word evokes in the mind of the reader. Likewise, meaningful semantic variation of the lexeme is observed in the title of the law manuscript Pravda Russkaya.
III. RUSSKAYA PRAVDA AS AN OBJECT OF STUDY
To date, three recensions of Russkaya Pravda are known, i.e. the Short Edition (Kratkaya), the Extensive Edition (Prostrannaya), and the Abridged Edition (Sokrashchyonnaya), whereas some scholars consider the Abridged Edition as a variation of the Extensive Edition in numerous copies. A. A. Zimin writes that all these documents are not separate titles but represent parts of text collection (usually chronicles or law compilations). This is why scientists do not analyze Pravda Russkaya separately but in relation to other text sources that are included in the manuscripts. It helps to date Russkaya Pravda (in all its forms), reveal reasons for its creation and establish its interrelation with other legal artifacts widely known in Rus' [18] . Although the scholar pointed out to researchers who focused on the history of Russian state and law, it should be mentioned that papers that deal with linguistic issues also employ a comparative approach. For instance, A. A. Gippius examined the morphological data of Russkaya Pravda and Voproshanie Kirika (The Questions of Kirik), which are parts of late 13 th century Novgorodskaya Kormchaya manuscript, and reported on the complex nature of interrelation between standard Old Russian and hybrid Old Church Slavonic in the historical context of the Russian literary language [19] . In an attempt to develop criteria that could be used to define the genre and stylistic features of the text, G. A. Nikolaev considered not only the presence of certain derivative forms but also the quantitative correlation between them in the first part of Russkaya Pravda (Sud Yaroslava Vladimiroviča -'The judgement of Yaroslav Vladimirovich') and Zakon Sudnyj Lyudem, that are equal in size and similar in contents, both are included in the 14 th century Merilo Pravednoye [20] .
Russkaya Pravda is considered not only as a source of historical and linguistic evidence but a text that despite its heterogeneity, unknown origin, and long period of existence (that accounted for diverse diachronic linguistic and denotative layerings), has certain features of a text, i.e. structure (division into articles) and a title. Besides, it is a part of compilations that also compose a text. Their micro-(an article or a chapter) and macrotextual (the whole collection) elements show peculiar realisation of such text categories as dividedness, cohesion, prospection, retrospection, completeness, and integrity among others [21] . Certain words, especially when they are placed in strong text positions, e.g. in the title, can obtain additional meanings that arise not only due to the influence of-immediate context but also broad context formed by the whole collection of texts. The authors consider that meaningful variations of the lexeme pravьda that is used in the title of the reviewed manuscript is worth being examined. . The phrase měrilo pravednoye -'right, correct scales', which metaphorically means 'benchmark; something that allows one to make a judgment about something by weighting, measuring; to estimate' [7, 8] , remains the conventional title of the compilation. It is accompanied by the synonymous phrase izvěsъ istinьnyi -'a true weight measure; the measure of things, benchmark' [7, 8] , expressing the same meaning, and by a series of figurative epithets to describe the moral and spiritual mission of the book, which is to instantiate the idea of fair justice and a fair judge and as M.V. Karagodina points out to demonstrate that what all righteous judges have in common are wisdom and wish to live under the law of the Lord [11] . This idea threads throughout the book, ensuring its thematic unity as a text, and is clearly expressed in the foreword to the collection.
The construe of Merilo text is actualized in its formal structure that is formed by conceptual blocks. The collection consists of two parts: the first one includes homilies about unrighteous and righteous judges; the second one is divided into 30 chapters of legal works (Zakon sudnyj lyudem, Zakon gradskij, and Russkaya Pravda among others). The chapters in both parts have titles (the headlines are written with cinnabar ink and emphasized with special graphic symbols) and sometimes contain articles with headlines; the second part is preceded with the table of contents with numbered sections. 14 th century Merilo Pravednoye comprises the Extensive edition of Russkaya Pravda, which is a copy of the so-called Sinodalno-Troitskaya group (the authors follow the classification of the copies of Pravda and the numbering of its articles according to [12] ). Its components, namely the Yaroslav Vladimirovich's Justice and the Law of Vladimir Vsevolodovich, are included as two separate chapters, which is evident from the table of contents of the second part.
The word pravьda, placed in a strong position of the text, i.e. in the title, reflects the contents of the text (chapter) and forms meaningful relations with the words in the title and the text in other chapters as well as the title of the whole collection of texts on a conceptual level (see Table 1 ).
Russkaya Pravda in this copy, as well as in the majority of other copies, has an extended title, which is Su(d) yaroslavlь vo(lo)dimeričь [22, fol. 332]; the first part of it being written in capitals with cinnabar ink, Pravda rusьskaya being written in usual ink only with the initial P written in cinnabar. That is, it is designed to look like the beginning of an article and can be perceived as a subtitle (the second part's table of contents lists only sudъ yaroslavlь).
The word pravda is interrelated with the word sudъ, complementing, specifying or, most likely, repeating its meaning (the adjective rusьskaya is used for specification, the meaning of which should be examined separately [7] , [8] , [23] and as a result of metonymic transfer the words sudъ and pravda are interpreted as nominations of courts acts and rules of trial procedure. The semantics of process in the title substantives is blurred while the semantic feature of objectness is brought into the foreground. Thus, the line of nouns is made up of appositional titles of functionally similar legislative acts, which ensures the unity of these documents as constituents of the second part of the collection.
The word pravьda and other derivatives with the root prav-(nepravьda, pravьdьnyi, nepravьdьnyi, opravьditi, pravilo, ispravlenьe, pravověrьnyi among others) can be found in non-title positions in other chapters of the second part of Merilo Pravednoye. They often occur in similar contexts with the derivatives formed from the roots -sud-and -zakon-, thus conceptualizing common semantic field, i.e. conducting a fair or an unfair trial, either according to the law or in breach of it. . In this fragment, the noun (ne)pravьda means '(in)justice', the adjective pravьdьnyi means 'honest, truthful (witness, speech)', 'not guilty', the verb opravьditi -'to declare not guilty'; sometimes these meanings are impossible to divide, e.g. с nepravednymi can be understood as 'with the dishonest', 'with the unjust', or, in brief -'with the unrighteous' in every sense and manifestation of unrighteousness. Such contextual variations of the word pravda form conceptual background that facilitates its understanding and interpretations in the title pravьda rusьskaya. This is accompanied with variations in ethical and legal valuation of sud and pravda even when they are used as synonyms: sud can be both fair and unfair, while pravda is always a fair trial.
The word pravda is also related to the text titles from the first part of Merilo Pravednoye. These titles are names of the genres they represent (skazaniye, slovo, sudъ, nakazaniye) or indirect descriptive nominations that provide insight into the contents of the text via the keywords suditi, sudъ, pravьdьnyi, božii sudъ (o ispravlenьi suda, o vdovahъ i o sirotahъ da ne obidite ihъ, etc.), titles of paradigmatic texts: the Bible, patristic literature, and other spiritual books (ot vtorago zakona, ot pčely among others), and authors of these texts, e.g. prophets, theologists (davida cьsarya, ioana zlatousta, etc.).
Some of these titles form meaningful relations with the contents of the whole collection (sudъ, pravda, zakonъ), while others unfold the cultural importance and value of those terms: fair trial is included into the system of Christian values through references to the Bible and patristic literature.
The lexemes měrilo, pravьdьnyi, suditi, ustavъ, sudъ, pravьda and other semantically related words with sets of literal and transferred meanings form a single conceptual environment. The fragments in the book also rely on macro texts from the Bible and other spiritual and culturally important texts which together compose a megatext (the term by N. S. Kovalev [24] ) of orthodox culture in ancient Rus', while the keywords they contain constitute the conceptual sphere of the Old Russian language.
The word pravьda that is used in the title of the legal artifact Pravьda rusьskaya, bearing the particular meaning 'law of court and trial', is semantically related to the titles of other chapters and the book Merilo pravednoye itself, thus, becoming semantically 'charged' by the contents of the whole collection. The semantics of the lexeme becomes broader than its separate meaning; it acquires the status of a concept and can be addressed from the perspective of Christian culture. [25, fol. 81 ] is emphasized with capital P in cinnabar in the beginning of the line and can be perceived as a subtitle, closely related to the general title. According to G. M. Barats, it is only a variant of Russkaya Pravda title; N. A. Maksimeyko believed it to be an opposition between Kievskaya (of Yaroslavichi) and Novgorodskaya (of Yaroslav) Pravda [12] . It is critical to mention, that though both titles contain the word pravda, these are the only occurances of this word in the whole text of the Short Pravda. Here it means 'law, judicial regulation', i.e. it serves as the title of a regulatory act; this meaning is supported with the verb forms ustavlena, ustavilъ (Izyaslavъ) of istaviti -'to formalize, to resolve' [23] : pravda stands for law principles and rules of procedure, set by princely power. According to M. B. Sverdlov, this edition of Russkaya Pravda had the heading Sud Yaroslavlь Volodimeričь [26] , which was omitted by the chronicler; if that is so, then pravda expresses the same meaning as that in the title of the Extensive edition from Merilo Pravednoye as the authors have mentioned before.
Besides, the word pravda in the title of the text in the annual entry has meaningful relations with the words in the preceding context of the chronicle: pravda, ustavъ, gramota (see Table 2 ).
The noun pravda in the annual entry has the meaning 'order, rule, law' like ustavъ [8] , while the phrase dati pravdu is synonymous to the verb ustaviti. The quotation stresses the fact of writing the statute and formalizing it in a document charter -which evokes an additional component in the semantics of the word pravda: law principles (pravda) can exist in oral form while here they are presented as written. The authors are not touching upon the question whether Russkaya Pravda was actually granted by Yaroslav or it was another charter [10] , [18] , [27] , [28] , [29] ; by describing the semantics of the word Pravda, the authors rely on its actual usage in context in this fragment of the chronicle. However, it should be noted that the compositional principles of Russkaya Pravda differ from most Old Russian statutory and other charters which, as a rule, begin with the phrase «Se azъ (name)» and end with the so-called 'protective' lines [30] , [31] . Although it is not a traditional charter in its classical form, it is regarded as an official written document.
The text of the chronicle in the manuscript is followed by a series of legal texts [25, [12] , which provides for its perception as a subtitle. The title Ustav Volodimerь Vsevolodičya is also written in ligatures with cinnabar ink. The chapters of Zakon Sudnyi Lyudem, attached to the Ustav (which, however, are not divided graphically in the manuscripth), are believed by some scholars to be included by mistake [12] .
In this copy of Russkaya Pravda the lexeme pravda is used in the title (subtitle) and in articles 21, 56, 85 (similar to the copy of Merilo Pravednoye). It relates to the word ustavъ and bears the meaning of 'ordeal', 'judgment, trial' (in the articles), and 'law, judgment and proceedings statute' (in the subtitle) (see Table 3 ).
The word pravьda semantically relates to the words that are used in the titles of other legal texts -ustavъ, pravilo, pravilo zakonьno, rukopisanie -'command, order, or instruction, confirmed in writing' [8] and with the word sudъ in these titles, which determines its understanding as 'court acts'. Among these terms of key importance the word ustavъ is defined as 'name of the document, regulating a specific social subject'; it affects the meaning of the phrase Pravda Rusьskaya as the name of the document which is essentially ustav (statute). Considering the secular context of the book, the term pravda is generally used in its legal secular aspect.
The word měrilo (gradskoye, torgovoye) is also used in common meaning of 'scales, an instrument for measuring something'. [25, fol. 301 ], etc. Patterns of meaning that are found in these contexts express an appeal to the supreme power and supreme court, claiming that the truth is no longer the princely court, but the justice of God and God's fairness.
The idea of fairness of court as embodiment of God's truth that is, as the authors have shown above, represents the axis of Merilo Pravednoye and other books of a similar nature. In the annual entry the lexeme pravda is used to report about historical events and the contents of the document are directly related to the events described. However, beyond this narrative, in contextual surrounding of legal texts of Russian and foreign origin that are included in the book for purposes different from the one that is characteristic of the manuscript in question, this lexeme acquires additional meanings. It appears that even in the mind of a 15 th century scribe, the writer of the chronicle, the lexeme pravda already had developed regular connotations, and Russkaya Pravda was thought of in relation to other texts (though it was probably not used as practice guideline), which is why it was chosen to introduce a spiritual and moral preamble, taking a fragment from the work of St. Basil the Great.
VI. CONCLUSION
To conclude, interpretation of the famous Old Russian manuscript on justice Russkaya Pravda is determined by a series of reasons. Considering semantic syncretism as a peculiar feature of an ancient word, it is necessary to avoid oversimplification when giving meaningful definition to the lexeme pravda, which simultaneously means 'fairness', 'truth', 'rightness (innocence)', and 'an action directed at establishment of the truth which is implemented in accordance with the truth (God's truth), and the law governing such actions'. The complexity of the term pravda manifests itself in the titles of the legal manuscripts analyzed. Although it essentially bears a terminological meaning throughout the document, in effect, through numerous associations that are conditioned by lexical and derivational relations with other Old Russian words and in the context of culturally significant texts this word meaning provides insights not only into historical circumstances of the epoch but also the axiological universe of the Old Russian mentality.
